Boise

A proposal before the Board of Regents seeking $50,000 to begin preliminary planning for a common's building was withdrawn by the University of Idaho administration Thursday. The request to spend no more than $50,000 from SUB building bond reserves to retain an architect was scheduled to be considered by the board during the regular University agenda.

But when that point in the agenda was reached, Regent Kenneth Thatcher of Idaho Falls, chairman of the U of I executive committee, said the request had been withdrawn. He did not give an explanation at that time.

The proposal was discussed during the committee meeting Wednesday night and the administration decided at that time not to submit it at this time.

University President Ernest Hartung said there was a "grossturdy understanding" about what the $50,000 would be used for.

"We didn't plop our ground well enough," Hartung explained. "When I read the editorial in the Argonaut, I knew the plan wasn't understood."

In an editorial in Tuesday's edition, the Argonaut suggested delay of the proposal so that the original campus plan could be consulted regarding such a common's building.

But Hartung explained that professional help is needed to do that and that's why approval was sought to retain the Boise architectural firm of Dropic, Kelley, H forg and LArMach. It wasn't sensible to proceed now, however, because of the split of student facilities as to what type of student facilities are necessary.

A resolution passed Tuesday night by the ASUI Senate and supported by the SUB Board and SUB manager Dean Vetris asked the regents to postpone action on the administration's request.

In addition, a student petition drive organized by Mike Helbing and Bill Hartland collected 705 signatures in just two days this week opposing the construction of any common's building as well as the expenditure of any money for plans.

Financial Vice President Sherman Carter has suggested that a common's building could provide cafeteria facilities to all students presently living in residence halls. The Wallace Complex and Gaul caeteras could then be closed.

Carter has also proposed that the University Bookstore could be relocated in such a building.

Hartung said the two existing campus plans will be reviewed in an effort to find out what kind of student facilities are needed and wanted.

The University's needs as far as bookstores, recreational and dining facilities will be studied, he said.

The president said he didn't know when the proposal would be resubmitted. "We'll need the whole-hearted support of the students in order to proceed," he said.

James Halley, president of the Idaho Mining Association, doesn't believe the U of I College of Mines should be on Probation.

Mines dept. remains on probation

By KENTON BIRD

of the Argonaut staff

Boise

Despite an impassioned plea by representatives of Idaho's mining industry, the Board of Regents, on a tie, failed to lift the probation of the University of Idaho College of Mines Thursday afternoon.

Instead, the board adopted a motion expressing its pleasure with steps taken by industry and the University to strengthen the college but still retained the probation imposed by the regents in December.

James Halley, president of the Idaho Mining Association, said the probationary status is causing two problems for the college: hampering efforts to recruit students and impeding the search for a dean for the college.

A motion asking that the probation be removed immediately was supported by four board members — Dr. John Swartley of Boise, Dr. Leno Seppi of Leba Hot Springs, Ed Benedict of Twin Falls and Roy Truby of Boise, state superintendent of public instruction.

But Board President J.P. Munson of Sandpoint, who as a practice has only voted in the case of a tie, was joined by regents A.L. Allord of Lewiston, Janet Hay of Nampa and Kenneth Thatcher of Idaho Falls in opposing lifting of the probation.

With the vote tied 4-4, the motion failed.

"Probation is not a major obstacle to solving the problems of the College of Mines," Allord explained. "Those problems can be solved by optimism and hard work."

The motion adopted by the board was then proposed by Allord: "The Board of Regents expresses its pleasure with the steps taken to strengthen the College of Mines and the solidarity between the college and the national mining industry. The regents in particular recognize past month's progress toward eliminating the status of probation."

The regents expressly assert having no interest in a regional college of mining at Butte, Mont, but would — in combination with Idaho's College of Mines and Idaho and state mining potential ties of benefit to the western states of Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Montana and Alaska.

"The Board requests an October review of progress toward the establishment of a sound mining program at the University of Idaho."

A similar motion, adopted by Allord which contained a reference to removal of probation at that October review, if warranted, failed earlier on an identical 4-4 split of board members.

But Allord amended the last line to delete the specific reference to when probation could be removed.

"We'll lift it in October," Halley commented after the vote, and despite the setback.

Earlier in the discussion, which lasted almost 90 minutes, Halley suggested that if anyone should be faulted for the problems of the College of Mines, it should be the state mining industry.

"If you'd like to put industry on probation, go ahead," he challenged.

Halley, however, said much progress has been made in the two months since the probation was imposed. A search committee for a new dean begins work Monday, he said, and expects to select a candidate within six weeks.

And the Idaho Mining Association has contributed $5,000 to finance a make-shift recruiting program aimed at increasing enrollment by September, he added.

"We're sure we can make a turn-around by fall," said Halley, the president of the Bunker Hill Co. of Kellogg.

In spite of Halley's optimistic promises, Munson said there was no reason to lift the probation. "It's not all that fair to maintain a high-cost college at the expense of our other institutions," he said.

"We may reach a point where, if necessary, we'll have to send our mine students elsewhere," Munson commented.

A regional college of some type, similar to the system of the U of I is pursuing for veterinary medicine, was strongly supported by Hay. "Looking at things realistically, we can't afford these high-cost programs on our own," he said.

Although the December action by the board suggested a combined mines program at the state of Montana, Hay acknowledged that action may have been too narrow.

There would be problems if the sole regional mining school was located at Butte, present site of the Montana School of Mineral Science and Technology (Montana Tech), U of I President Ernest Hartung said.

Montana Tech has only a mining program and is not a university, Hartung said. The University of Idaho, on the other hand, has increasingly important supporting programs such as business administration and forestry.

Hartung also informed the board that Montana Tech is "making hay" of the Idaho College of Mines probation to aid in its own recruiting.

John Bond, acting dean of the U of I mining program, dispelled the impression that the college of mines has been losing students in the past few years. In fact, he said, the college's enrollment has increased at a rate faster than the University as a whole during the same time.

And the college will see a continued increase in enrollment as demand for graduates in engineering disciplines increases, Bond said.
By BILL LEWIS
of the Argonaut staff

The ASUI Senate approved a revised version of the ASUI Constitution and ASUI rules and regulations at their Tuesday meeting.

The Constitution, if approved by a majority of the Senate, will be sent to the University students for voting at the spring general election. The Constitution will remain in effect during the time of election of the ASUI President from mid-spring to mid-fall, so as not to affect the spring semester; providing for staggered elections of ASUI Senators, with half elected during fall semester and half during spring semester; giving the President veto power over Senate actions, while providing the Senate with the opportunity to override any veto with a 2/3 vote.

The changes in the time of election of the ASUI President is included to include the newly elected President in the ASUI budgeting process. Now the ASUI President does not have office until mid-spring, when most of the budget for the next school year has already been set.

He suggested a system be instituted at registration so students may sign a statement authorizing the University to release their names, addresses and Social Security numbers. Students who did not want this information released would be able to request a "mail safe" or "mail drop" on anything else. "It would be a protection of privacy," Anderson said.

John Hallas, Business and Economics, was appointed as the Faculty Council representative to the Campus Alcohol Policy Committee.

The council has referred the matter of student evaluations to the Campus Affairs Committee. The committee has the largest student representation of any faculty council committee.

Tom Richardson, vice-president for student services, said at the last meeting that he was drawing up a proposal concerning the dog problem on campus. He is working with law officials concerning whether a dog which is tethered on campus and is causing a disturbance could be legally impounded. He will bring the proposal to the committee upon completion.

Election of half of the Senate in the fall and half in the spring is intended to provide continuity and experience in the senate.

The provisions in the new constitution giving the President veto power over Senate action stems from criticism of the original version of the new constitution by ASUI President Dirk Kempthorne.

Kempthorne had maintained that the original version of the constitution, which gave the Senate power to make ASUI policy and making the President a spokesman for that policy, destroyed the balance between the two branches of student government.

Amendments to the revised version which gave the President veto power were passed by the Rules and Regulations Committee of the senate.

The constitution had been defeated by the Senate last week, because some senators felt that they had not had enough time to study the amendments that were added by the Rules and Regulations Committee.

In addition to approving the new constitution, the senate approved new ASUI rules and regulations which are designed to increase voter turnout at ASUI elections.

The new rules and regulations provide for an increased number of polling places throughout the campus in addition to retaining provisions for a two-day election.

The original version of the new rules and regulations increased the overall number of polling places but eliminated polling places in residence centers including Wallace Complex and Theophils Tower. The complex, however, was restored to the list of polling places.

The retention of the complex as a polling place will be in effect only for the 1975 election, however.

The decision to keep a polling place at Wallace Complex was opposed by Senator Greg Lutman, who contended that it gave students living near the complex more access to voting than off-campus or Greek students.

Kempthorne argued for the complex to be included on the list of polling places, saying that if a 35 per cent voter turnout is to be attained at the general election, the senate shouldn't eliminate any polling places.

A 35 per cent turnout is needed to approve the constitution at the election.

Council argues use of sexist language

It has been recommended by the Faculty Council that University students charge her the term "chairman" a generic term. She said she would rather be called chairman than chairperson. Saying that the word "person" was not a good substitute for the word "woman," she cited examples such as hyperson and woperson and the expression person-hole cover.

Stevenson suggested that individual preferences prevail on a student senate report and the "University Council's" report on the generic term for publications and other materials.

Another occurrence at the council meeting was a suggestion by George Anderjack, graduate student representative.

He suggested a system be instituted at registration so students may sign a statement authorizing the University to release their names, addresses and Social Security numbers. Students who did not want this information released would be able to request a "mail safe" or "mail drop" on anything else. "It would be a protection of privacy," Anderson said.

John Hallas, Business and Economics, was appointed as the Faculty Council representative to the Campus Alcohol Policy Committee.

The council has referred the matter of student evaluations to the Campus Affairs Committee. The committee has the largest student representation of any faculty council committee.

Tom Richardson, vice-president for student services, said at the last meeting that he was drawing up a proposal concerning the dog problem on campus. He is working with law officials concerning whether a dog which is tethered on campus and is causing a disturbance could be legally impounded. He will bring the proposal to the committee upon completion.

Election of half of the Senate in the fall and half in the spring is intended to provide continuity and experience in the senate.

The provisions in the new constitution giving the President veto power over Senate action stems from criticism of the original version of the new constitution by ASUI President Dirk Kempthorne.

Kempthorne had maintained that the original version of the constitution, which gave the Senate power to make ASUI policy and making the President a spokesman for that policy, destroyed the balance between the two branches of student government.

Amendments to the revised version which gave the President veto power were passed by the Rules and Regulations Committee of the senate.

The constitution had been defeated by the Senate last week, because some senators felt that they had not had enough time to study the amendments that were added by the Rules and Regulations Committee.

In addition to approving the new constitution, the senate approved new ASUI rules and regulations which are designed to increase voter turnout at ASUI elections.

The new rules and regulations provide for an increased number of polling places throughout the campus in addition to retaining provisions for a two-day election.

The original version of the new rules and regulations increased the overall number of polling places but eliminated polling places in residence centers including Wallace Complex and Theophils Tower. The complex, however, was restored to the list of polling places.

The retention of the complex as a polling place will be in effect only for the 1975 election, however.

The decision to keep a polling place at Wallace Complex was opposed by Senator Greg Lutman, who contended that it gave students living near the complex more access to voting than off-campus or Greek students.

Kempthorne argued for the complex to be included on the list of polling places, saying that if a 35 per cent voter turnout is to be attained at the general election, the senate shouldn't eliminate any polling places.

A 35 per cent turnout is needed to approve the constitution at the election.

ACUI games get off to rolling start

The Associated College Union-International Regional tournaments are behind this weekend in the SUB game room.

The colleges and universities that are represented in this event are located in Idaho, Washington, Montana, Oregon, Alaska, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Japan. The universities and colleges play in region 14 of the 15 regional tournaments.

The sports that are being played include bowling, table tennis, billiards, bridge, chess and foosball. There are various tournaments including a co-ed tournament winner who will challenge other tournament winners in other regions. The reason for regional tournaments is to stimulate competition of minor sports between campuses.

Approximately 327 participants representing 25 schools are included in the events. Plaques are awarded to second and third place winners in each event. First place plaques will be awarded to the university or college that is represented in that particular event.

The Associated College Union-International Regional tournaments will be held during the first week of April. They are represented in the following cities: Women's bowling in Minneapolis, Minnesota's bowling in Dayton Ohio, Billiards in the University of Maryland in College Park, Table Tennis in the University of Wisconsin in La Crosse. There is no national football or chess tournament.

Total cost of these events is paid for by national sponsors. They are Brunswick, (bowling) Playback and Gorem (bridge), Sportscraft (table tennis), Winchester (trap shoot) and Blue Ribbon Beer (billiards).

There are 14 other regional tournaments happening at the same time this one is. Winners of all regions participate in the national finals. Beyond the nationals are the internationals which are held in Argentina.

The people behind this tournament are Pete Rogalski tournament director and Bernard Pitts who is regional coordinator.

All events are being held in the Student Union Building and schedules will be posted.

Guest editorial:Keepsmake

Perfectly matched ring styles by master craftsmen.

Membership: RATUS JEWELERS

P.O. Box 8753 Moscow, Idaho

Counting referral & information resources. Need information or help? Contact us.

Discreet, Member, National Gay Task Force.
Ed Schmitz, campus security chief, has more authority and new title

By BRIAN KINCAID of the Argonaut staff

Ed Schmitz, Campus Security chief, has a new title...Special Officer, Moscow Police Department.

The commission of Schmitz was finalized over Christmas break. The commission was included in the contract negotiated every six months between the university and the city. The contract is basically for police protection.

Police Chief Clark Hudson said the reason for the commission was to handle breaches of the law which occur in emergency situations. Hudson said, "breaches of this sort will probably be felonies."

"In matters of law enforcement, Schmitz derives his authority from Moscow's Chief of Police and not the University," Vice President Richardson said. This statement was affirmed by both Hudson and Schmitz.

Schmitz gave as another reason for the commission, "students have come to me and asked for law enforcement on campus," Schmitz said people who don't want law enforcement on campus obviously weren't coming to him to voice their objections. "I welcome anyone who wants to come talk to me about law enforcement or my policies," Schmitz said.

Vice President Richardson said "by contract the city has full powers on campus with or without permission, depending on the circumstances." He said he did not think students were fully aware of that fact.

Hudson, Richardson and Schmitz all felt there would not be any conflict of interest by the commissioning. The action will improve the response capability to react to an emergency and give more authority to any action taken according to all three men.

"I'm not going to set any statistical records and I'm not going to go head - hunting," said Schmitz. This statement was confirmed by both Richardson and Hudson.

According to Richardson, Schmitz has the authority to issue traffic citations on the streets, while campus security is restricted to campus parking lots. Hudson said there had been a Special Officer in the past but that he had never had to take action. He said "the fact was not widely known."

Schmitz said his commissioning would cost the university 255 per year. The money is for false arrest insurance and Richardson confirmed this fact. Both Richardson and Hudson said the commission was based on Schmitz's past qualifications. Police Sergeant Vern Smith said Schmitz was a very capable person. "I have seen the man look at both sides of a situation. That is a good quality in an officer."

The university has had a contract with the city for several years. It is negotiated every six months and contracts for police protection on campus. The cost has gone up in the last year by $5,168. This cost in the 73 - 74 academic year was $33,957.

Buxton announces that he will run for ASUI president

Kenneth Buxton formally announced his candidacy for President of the ASUI yesterday in a letter received by the Argonaut.

In his opening statement, Buxton claims no gimmicks in his campaign as well as no gimmicks in his administration, if elected.

Buxton stated, "There is a fundamental reason for my candidacy and that is I feel that I can effectively support the things that are right."

Buxton, is particularly interested in financial accountability. He stated, "The administration is obligated to the student to keep them fully informed as to the financial operation of this university. One of my main goals is to make sure the administration complies with that obligation, not only during my administration, but for the years to come."

Buxton closed his statement by saying that he is solidly behind the student and is against anything that is not in the students' best interest.

Buxton listed these activities that he has been involved in. These include the Faculty Council, ad hoc committees, ASUI Entertainment, Student Union Board, ASUI Constitutional Revision Committee, Campus Planning Committee, and the Residence Hall Association.
Slurping lessons suggested

To the editor:
I would like to submit the following quote to the Argonaut.
I realize that you do not always accept letters which are unsigned but occasionally do accept some. After reading in Tuesday's Argonaut, the articles by J.H. (presumably John Hecht) and Slick Carter I couldn't believe the gapling difference.

Does Carter walk around in a totally illusion—only to write the Argonaut and reactivate its tires with vacuatic rhetoric and "long haul" philosophy?

SLURPING LESSONS
"And they will lead you through the dark to the wildest, deepest river of wealth ever known to man, and show your place on the river's bank, and handed a bucket all your own. Sarg as much as you want, but try to keep the racket of your slurping down. A poor man might hear,"--The Money River when the wealth of the ac tion flows. We can slurp from that mighty river to our hearts' content. And we even take slurping lessons. We're born close enough to the river to drown ourselves and the next ten generations in wealth, simply using buckets and buckets. And they can't imagine what the poor people are talking about when they see they hear somebody slurping. They don't even know what it means when somebody mentions the Money River. When one of us claims that there is no such thing as the Money River I think to myself, 'My goodness, a dishonest and tasteless thing to say.'"—From the book, God bless you, Mr. Rosewater By Kurt Vonnegut Jr.

Submitted Anonymously

Absent senator responds to editorial criticism

To the editor:
I received a copy of the editorial printed in the Jan. 24 Argonaut and would appreciate the opportunity to respond to your comments.

Based on your claim that "1000 students won't be represented" with two senator absences, any member of the ASUI Senate would be extremely pleased to think that she represented five hundred students.

The fact that only one thousand students had enough interest in the last ASUI election to vote and then to withdraw is as it is a more accurate estimation of total ASUI support and representation. The ASUI Senate has in the past represented all of the students' interests by visiting the campus living groups and by making itself readily accessible for comments, suggestions, and criticism in its office and at meetings. When selected for the internship in Gov. Andrus' office for the 1975 legislative session, I debated which decision would be the best relative to my position on the ASUI Senate. Recognizing that the important work was completed at the last months of the term (i.e., the latter part of the ASUI Budget last spring followed by the studies of the Stadium and SUB fee increases last fall), I sincerely felt that I could better serve the students in the next few weeks before the ASUI election. All four of my assigned living groups were informed of this decision before Christmas and arrangements were made for other senators to participate with them before the expiration of our terms.

My "representing the students at the legislature" has little significance in Boise role as an ASUI senator. What is important in my estimate is the responsibility I feel to inform President Dirk Kempthorne and the ASUI Senate of any legislation which has a direct effect on students.

This would include the higher education appropriation, a proposed minimum wage law which would exclude students, and recent ASUI legislation. In the first three weeks of this legislative session, I have been working with Idaho Students for a town—ord anator for University of Idaho.

Aside from legislative activities, I hope to work with the ASUI Consumer Protection Service as a branch of the Attorney General's Division of Consumer Affairs. I will continue to report on campus affairs information for publication, hopefully to educate students so protection will be easy to maintain.

As many meetings and conferences are held in and around Boise, my stay will be easier and I will be able to attend the January meeting of the State Board of Education, where I witnessed the presentation of the ASUI opposition to the SUB fee increase.

If any student is interested in a particular matter of a state board, legislative committee, or any other group and is unable to attend, please let me know; and I will do my best to fit it into my schedule.

There are approximately 15 University of Idaho residents in the statehouse, who will be a part of my ASUI constituency for the next month. I would be happy and very willing to assist any students in any way possible during these last few weeks of your term. Please feel free to write to ASUI President Dirk Kempthorne, P.O. Box 50, for any questions.

Emily R. Hansen
President Pro—tempore
ASUI Senate
Symposium panels ignored deficit spending question

By DEAN WULLENWABER

The average American works two days a week to pay his or her taxes. But even 40 percent of America's income is not enough to pay for all of our politicians' programs.

Thus, one side of the discussion in last week's Borough Symposium was conspicuously absent.

The argument in the symposium centered around the age-old "guns or butter" debate. One side favored government guns and more government social programs. The other side argued mostly the opposite set-up. But no one argued for less government, period.

The noise and fervor of Congress' "guns or butter" debate has since World War II overwhelmed the conservative position that the spending of government—either for guns or butter—ought not to exceed its tax revenues.

Why not? Why shouldn't the U. S. continue its "deficit spending"? Because of the human consequences of such a continued policy.

Come. Look: since it is political suicide to raise taxes above the 40 per cent level, Congress finances the rest of its political programs in two ways. First, they borrow money. Second, as it is by the stroke of a magic wand, they create money to pay for their excesses.

What's wrong with that? Well, concerning borrowing, in the last five years, (estimates vary) government has single-handedly taken out of the money market 35 per cent of the available capital funds. And concerning money creation, in the last ten years, the money supply has increased 100 per cent.

What are some of the human consequences of this continuing lack of restraint?

(1) Because government has crowded into the money markets, those firms which cannot obtain investment funds can't build new plants and equipment. So workers are laid off, or not hired in the first place.

(2) The supply of consumer goods that would have arisen from those plants and that equipment does not materialize, so prices of existing goods rise.

(3) Government must make involuntary payments on its loans with future taxes or with further borrowing or further inflation. Thus, business dollars will be available for private purchases of productive goods and services.

(4) Markets with relatively limited supplies of goods becomes filled with people who, because of the vastly inflated money-supply, "are bidding" with more dollars: so prices skyrocket.

(5) Those on fixed incomes lose ground to price rises. And pension plans, insurance policies, long-term loans, all stated in dollars—decline in value for the same reason.

(6) The real problem emerges when people begin to catch onto the sequence of events, when their anticipations are affected, when their concern heights to fear. People begin to realize that the dollars they hold, like over-ripe fruit, will only be good if they are used immediately. So prices increase even faster than before because people buy sooner instead of later.

(7) Then people begin scrambling after non-productive goods in a desperate effort to put their wealth into assets whose relative value (they hope) will not be eroded away. That is, they speculate in gold, or in silver, or in land-deals, or in boxcars of soybeans.

(8) This distortion means that normal business purchases will drop further; thus more people will be laid off because a decrease in demand for consumer goods will cause a necessary slow-down in production of those goods.

(9) Importantly at this stage, many investors will only loan money short-term. They will be frightened that their future income on long-term loans won't even offset possible losses due to expected price increases. Because of this fear, new plants and equipment that require long-term financing will begin to decline.

(10) This last development of course means that fewer goods will be produced, at higher prices, with more people laid off.

These are a few of the human consequences of our politicians' "deficit spending." Drawn in battle over this ongoing "guns or butter" debate, politicians have exhibited no ability whatsoever to discipline themselves with a balanced budget.

Is all of this over-stated? Is this nothing more than the rhetoric of a "redneck alarmist"? Is this just another cry of "wolves" in fact so non-dangerous that it doesn't even frighten? Let the Institute of Economics, Investment and Accounting review recent history, I say no.

During the decade of the 1950's, Congress OKed deficits of $12 billion. The "guns or butter" debate grew in intensity and during the 1960's Congress OKed deficits of $2 billion. During the first half of the 1970's Congress has OKed deficits of $7 billion, an incredible $75 billion slotted for the next two years.

Even the most charitable reader will agree that our politicians have exhibited an increasing lack of fiscal restraint. One wonders, if the deficits continue to increase at their present rate, what will a dollar buy in eight or nine years? What long-term production will be started?

Because of their lack of restraint we need a constitutional amendment which requires some sort of balanced budget. And Conservatives who argue for such a move must remember always to stress the human consequences of the alternative to a balanced budget. Conservatism must be argued as a blend of compassion and sanity, as the politics of reality.

Air Force ROTC...The college scholarship program with sky-high benefits.

Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarship to enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition, lab and incidental fees aren't enough...the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00, tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if you are not on scholarship.

And flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all. Interested?

Contact Professor of Aerospace Studies, Air Force Officer Education Program at the University of Idaho.

Athletic probation supported

To the editor:
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It ain’t just fer the dumb kids

By DOUG CARR
of the Argonaut staff

Remedial reading classes are offered, along with diagnostic tests. Free tutoring is offered in many fields, using upper-division student tutors.

Michel said that the university funds the program, with the exception of the tutors. Driskell explained that the ASUI funds the part of the program, and her knowledge is the only such student organization in the country which funds a tutoring program.

Last year a survey of the student body showed that most of them felt the center’s help raised their grades. By a ratio of 15:1 they said they would return if they felt they needed additional help, but at the same time they said they would recommend the center by a ratio of 40:1.

Although the Learning Center is now an “established” part of the university, the history of its development appears at first to be quite chaotic. Michel noted that when she came here in 1967 the only tutorial services offered here were run by the English department. At that time she took over the remedial reading program, which was then not offered for credit. But in 1971 she left for a year, and the program ceased to exist.

At this point Driskell suggested the establishment of a center which would aid students who have difficulties with their studies. With the blessings of a university teaching assistantship salary she started the Learning Center. Even though there were no funds for tutors, she recruited several students who were willing to help out without pay. At this point the ASUI Senate voted to fund that part of the program.

With return of Michel, the program was able to expand to its current level, after first becoming “divorced” from the English department and affiliated with the Counseling Services. At the urging of the Learning Center, eleven departments now offer credit for tutors, which has enabled the program to expand greatly.

Alcohol committee considers rules for liquor consumption

The University Alcohol Committee will begin establishing specific alcohol policy for the campus at a meeting today, according to Jean Hill, dean of student advisory services. The committee will determine policy for “specific places on campus,” using the opinion of University Attorney Jon Warren. The results will be forwarded to Faculty Council, the ASUI and other groups on campus affected by the policy.

After studying city ordinances to check for contradictions, said Hill, the committee will send the results to the regents for approval.

“We’re trying to make the April regent’s meeting, so I have set up a deadline of March 15 to finish our recommendations,” she said.

Rick Smith, the student representative on the committee, said they already have come up with four prohibitions: underage drinking, selling of alcohol, drinking in public, and being drunk in public.

Smith pointed out that the last two points are not now clear in application, that is, “public places” have not yet been defined.

Smith said that Greek houses “are recognized as being private, since they are privately owned,” but Robert Williams, the Moscow City Attorney, indicated in an interview with Hill, according to Hill, that this was an unclear issue.

The issue was less clear regarding alcohol in the residence halls. Most speakers, including Hill, Smith and others of the committee felt that while alcohol consumption in private rooms was not illegal, the legality of consumption in a hall lounge however is still an open question.

The Lie Detector (Not for sale.)

Contrary to what is commonly believed, choosing speakers does not have to be difficult or confusing. But like all myths those surround speaker selection have some basis in the real world. If you don’t have access to adequate demonstration facilities you will end up choosing speakers with as much information as you would get for comparing amplifier specifications written in Swahil.

The differences between speakers could be understood by everyone if it weren’t for great variations in speaker efficiency. This simply means that given the same amount of power, different speakers will play at different volume levels. When you try to compare two speakers, one will play louder, and the louder speaker will sound like the better speaker, whether or not it really is. All of the other more important performance characteristics, such as range, distortion and tonal balance will be obscured.

To permanently lay to rest the misleading myths about speakers, we recently installed a new speaker comparison device in our audio showroom. This unit in no way alters the sound quality of the speakers connected to it. What it does is enable you to compare speakers of varying efficiencies at the same volume level. Our comparisons are instantaneous because even a one or two second delay in switching would be sufficient to cause you to forget what the first pair sounded like before you heard the second pair. Only with this kind of comparison can you hear and evaluate all the performance characteristics of the speakers you are considering and on the basis of which decision make a rational choice.

Our speaker comparator may superficially appear to further complicate the already confusing procedure of selecting a component music system. In reality it is an attempt to replace magic with reason, and give you the tools you need to be a participant rather than an observer in the selection process.
Thumbing to the California Sun

BY GREG SIMMONS

The West Coast is the handsiest as well as the most attractive location for good times in the summer; therefore, to learn what we need to do in our vacations we have to plan our vacations accordingly. Our contribution to getting a good ride is done by asking for directions to the nearest habitat or by checking out a map of the region. One of the most fun things to do is to travel the back roads and find places that you would never have known about if you didn’t have your map.

Technique is important even before the first car stops. To even get that car to stop you’ve got to look right. As odd as it may sound, there does seem to be a national standard: the first — dressed hitch-hiker — seems to be automatically suspicious of folks on foot wearing suits.

Even if you aren’t planning to camp along the way it is a good idea to be at least marginally prepared to do so. The essentials seem to be — flashlight, rain gear, and waterproof sleeping bag. A little food and whatever it takes to eat it with can come handy and won’t take up too much room.

All of this should fit into one pack or bag. It is clumsy getting in and out of a car with both hands full of a camera dangling from your neck. Worse, if you leave something behind, even the nicest driver has no easy way to return it to you. The ideal pack should be the larger sort with a shoulder strap but without an external frame — same reason, it’s clumsy to handle.

This, along with the days, both drivers and hitchers looking at a variety of directions and distances. Should you try to use a sign. For this you need a wide — — felt pen. Graphics are great signs because it is so easy to get a new one and they take up zero space. Holding up the sign removes the necessity of actually hitching a ride but the sign and tells the rider the first thing he wants to know about you, “Where ya going, buddy?”

The best time to start a long trip is early in the morning, and the earlier the better. Maybe drivers just haven’t been awake long enough to renew their suspicion of the hitchhiker and the fact remains even with fewer cars on the road, the rides are best at dawn.

When someone stops, talk to him before you get in. If the driver is drunk or has a shotgun on the seat beside him you may not want to go for a ride. Also, try to connect with the longest ride you can get in a reasonable amount of time. There is really no point to getting in if he is only going to Buglump Junction five miles down the road. When you get out at the junction it could be that you’d feel like a permanent resident and just left you.

To leave a small town, this one for instance, pick a spot near the outskirts if the traffic has not yet sped up and there is plenty of room to pull over. As a good — — have you ever felt a bit timid because it was too awkward or dangerous to get on and off the road?

Since the state of Washington changed its law a couple of years ago, the whole coast is accessible to hitchhikers. The limitations that do exist in force only to the driver. You may only ride in the car and believe the attraction only if it is safe. Be aware that you have not yet been safe enough if you are taking someone else along in the car.

Our own highway 95 is the obvious connection to both Boise and northward. A warning, traffic thins drastically at night on 95 and an unflinched blacktop is a hard place to catch a ride if you get stuck out in the boonies, so pick carefully and ride early.

The best route from here into southern California is highway 359, for two reasons. It has a good flow of traffic at moderate speed and a great deal of it goes through state land. You can catch out for the night almost anywhere. It more or less straightlines to San Diego but you can shift west at a number of places along the way. The major problem with the 359 route is that it dips into a dry river bed to hit Reno. Popular opinion has it that the only town harder on hitch — hitchers than Reno is Winnemucca, and if you get out of either place you have an excellent chance of catching a ride.

In fact, all Nevada has a bad reputation. The town cops in the gambling centers are well aware that a guy coming in on foot is not there to spend big money at the tables, therefore, they will probably have a hard time catching you, threaten, and chase you off the roadway. This brings you an important point: Don’t carry anything you wouldn’t want to be caught with.

There is no law which says an officer can search you without cause but there is no guarantee he won’t. In some places demanding your rights could leave you with a broken flannel in jail for vagrancy. There are dangers enough without seeking them out.

Most of the horror stories about hitch — hitching involve drivers who get their gear robbed or robbed and the facts show just as much danger to the riders. For this reason it is always smart to travel in pairs. And the ideal pair is a girl and a guy. Very few people are threatened by the idea of picking up a clean couple and the drivers are usually the most harmless. Two girls or a girl alone is an entirely different story.

A girl hitch — hiking is still more of a novelty than ever in Europe, and it’s far more hazardous for her here. Talking briefly to the driver is all the more essential for a girl alone. You have a few seconds more to decide if you want to get in. For clarity, stick to the uniform and don’t make any particular effort to be flashy attractive. That kind of attention you don’t need. It’s often enough to develop Terminal Acne before hand and get into the car chewing a Bermuda onion. It is wise to sit in the car where you have a door of your own, naught between strangers and never in the back seat of a two — door car.

Everything hostile about town cops applies to girls on the thumb as well as guys. Worse, if a cop gets out of line you have no one but yourself to turn to. Girls camping alone or in pairs should stick to — well — if sections of roadside parks and be ready to camp at dusk. It is nothing but dumb to hold out your sign at night. Hitching through Oregon and into California is so thick with rest stops and parks you can hardly go wrong in good weather.

Rain takes a lot of the joy out of standing next to the road; also your sign gets limp. Drivers aren’t too hot to invite you to get in and then they may be showing you again. You can have more trouble getting rides is to take a big dog — if it rains on you and Bonzo together, you’d better be taking a dog. In the same, if you want to keep at any of the gas or share the driving. Some night drivers pick up hitchers intentionally to find another driver.

Hitch — hiking competitively on a section with others is the ultimate challenge. Give yourself the edge by getting there all the end of the line. It is dinner turns down the first few he may feel slightly guilty by the time he gets to you. Then you have what seems like a split second to catch his eye and come on like Mr. Clean with your shirt straight at him.

Certainly there is much more to know but actually doing it is better than reading about it. With this technique and the right gear the trip is bound to go smoother. The risks are always there but even for the anxious, if you really want to deal on the Coast it’s probably worth the effort. And again, even if Bonzo is your only friend, leave him home.
Vandals looking to improve record on Montana road trip

The Vandals who played host to Montana State and Montana last weekend will now take their turn hosting the same teams this weekend in two crucial Sky contests.

Friday night the rematch between the MSU Bobcats and the Vandals will take place in Pullman. The easy win over the Bobcats last Friday in Memorial Gym will probably be much tighter until the Vandals can cut down on their shots and try to be more defensive as they did last week. Idaho will be aiming to improve their 2-4 conference record and step up from their sixth place position in Big Sky standings. Montana State lost to both Idaho and Gonzaga last week and will be fighting desperately to climb out of the league cellar.

Undecided in conference action, the University of Montana will host Idaho Saturday night in Missoula. It will be a tough game for the Vandals and unless they can put together a solid effort it will be difficult to win.

Montana holds a 2 ½ game lead in the Big Sky and is chasing having won their last four road games. They host Gonzaga Friday night and the Vandals Saturday. If the Grizzlies are upset by both squads the Big Sky title will be on the line. The Vandals will be leaning on hot shot Henry Harris, one of the leading scorers in the Big Sky. The 6-3 forward has averaged over 25 points a game for the last month. He is also the one most likely to make a mistake in the clutch and we do.

Jarvis said Web's early shots weren't going in and he seemed to be forcing them. He added that Erv Brown played well despite a few errors.

"I took Davis out in the second half because he was having a hard time winning the ball. I thought Chris might have a good job on him," Jarvis said.

Coach Jarvis said, "I think Montana will take the conference, they're down the road now." With a lot of luck and some hot shooting perhaps the Vandals can make that road a dead end, or at least a detour.

Student rights committee urges more public relations

Public relations is becoming one of the major concerns of the Student Rights Committee, according to some of its recent activities.

Two committee members, President Mark Falconer and Secretary John Hecht, were guests on the "Feedback" program on KCRP-AM Tuesday. Host John Mix asked them about their positions and plans. The committee also discussed having representatives appear on KUGT-TV sometime in the future, if such an extension is extended.

A position statement was also issued Tuesday, calling the group's goal as being "more availability of higher education in Idaho." It also said the committee would prefer setting the case out of court, but will seek action if a "mutually satisfactory solution" is not reached.

"We also seek the return of the $200 spring registration fee," Hecht said.

Falconer said the committee did not necessarily seek elimination of all fees, but enough to "secure availability of education.""I don't expect to cause a tidal wave, but maybe a surf," said committee member Greg Caver

SALE

Starts Tues. Feb. 11

All Caber- Munari

BOOTS

30% off

ALL BINDINGS

(except fair trade)

35% off

DOWN PARKAS

30% off

Cross Country Equipment

40% off

NAMTREK

N. 1210 Grand

Pullman

Store Hours during Sale 10-8 Tues.-Sat.

Phantom Productions presents

"Nightcaps"

for the Grammys

The show will feature the Chick Willis Band, the Brian Utley Band, and the Bellamy Brothers.

DO IT IN THE SNOW...TOGETHER

Couple's Night Fridays

NORTH ↔ SOUTH

SKI BOWL

WARNING!

Extra Bowling Balls Left in the SUB Game Room are going to get rolled away

Anyone storing personal bowling balls behind the game room desk should claim them before Feb. 21.
Comedy group down with flu

Harrison and Tyler, the female comedy group whose material has been likened to Cheech and Chong, will not be performing this Saturday. Ed Gladder, chairman of the Entertainment Committee, which is sponsoring the duo said, "We called the agent Wednesday to iron out final details, and he said that the ladies came down with the flu." The team bills itself as the first and only female comedy routine in America. Pat Harrison is originally from New York City, where she was a high fashion model, and Robin Tyler is a native of Canada.

Their material is considered by many to be more outrageous and uninhibited than Cheech and Chong. They nonchalantly take on racism, sexism, organized religion, drugs, and advertising.

Gladder said that plans are tentatively laid to present them in late April. "That will work out to be a better date, because there will be greater opportunity for them to visit around the campus, and talk to various organizations."
Anchors Away!
It's another Special
Fish 'n Chips
tangy cod with fries 1.35
at the
HOMESTEAD
112 E 3rd St
Moscow

COFFEE HOUSE
Friday, Feb. 7
9 p.m. - midnight
DIPPER
FREE
(coffee & tea)

Anchors Away!
It's another Special
Fish 'n Chips
tangy cod with fries 1.35
at the
HOMESTEAD
112 E 3rd St
Moscow

Superscope
CD-301 Stereo Cassette Deck

- Large VU Meters slanted for easier readability
- Sophisticated styling integrates with Superscope component "family"
- Walnut base included
- Limiter push switch automatically limits the maximum recording level to avoid distortion, especially important for recording music and music where different sound levels are to be recorded.
- Tape Select Switch allows for optimum recording when using new chromium dioxide cassettes
- Illuminated function indicators for Limiter and Tape Select Switches
- Headphone Monitor Jack
- L.R Mic Inputs
- Separate R & L Record Level Controls for precise adjustment
- Record Mode Light to indicate recording in process
- Three-Digit Tape Counter with reset button
- Illuminated Tape Compartment for easy inspection of cassette
- Interlocked Piano Key Type Controls

SUPERSCOPE
TWO-YEAR WARRANTY

With 12 Maxell UDC-60 cassettes
$180.15 Value $139.95

TEAM ELECTRONICS
430 W. 3rd
Moscow
882-5837

On July 3, 1962, the country of Algeria gained its independence. The main thrust of the Algerian rebellion against the French occurred in the period 1954-1957. This period of turmoil is the subject of Gillo Pontecorvo's award-winning film "The Battle of Algiers." On Monday, Feb. 10, the Film Society will present this outstanding motion picture.

The film begins with a scene depicting the torture of a captured member of the resistance forces. He is forced by Colonel Mathieu (Jean Martin) — the French Commander — to reveal the whereabouts of the remaining rebel leaders, including their top man, Ali La Point (Brahim Haggig).

The ensuing flashbacks tell the entire story of the past three years. The terrorist campaign against Europeans in 1954. The subsequent sealing off of the Casbah (the Arab section) by the French governor. The numerous bombings by the rebels which killed scores of innocent men, women, and children. The calling in of French troops, headed by Colonel Mathieu.

By intercutting intimate scenes of personal dramas with journalistic coverage of mass involvement, Pontecorvo expresses a belief that no one's private life is unaffected by the tidal waves of history.

Gillo Pontecorvo staged totally convincing scenes of massive street demonstrations and riots. Bosley Crowther of the New York Times has called the "Battle of Algiers" an uncommonly dynamic picture...Most extraordinary and therefore commanding of lasting interest and critical applause is the amazing photographic virtuosity and pictorial conviction of this film. So authentically and naturally were its historical reflections staged with literally thousands of citizens participating, in the streets and buildings of Algiers, that it looks beyond any question to be an original documentary film..."

"The Battle of Algiers" has won no less than eleven international awards, including the Best Picture Award at the Venice Film Festival.

The film has French and Arabic dialog with English subtitles. It will be shown at 7 p.m. only in the Borah Theater in the SUB.

Admission will be 75 cents for those without a season ticket. Season tickets are still on sale at the SUB information desk, however. They cost $4 for a ticket that admits one person and $6 for two people — still a substantial savings on the remaining 13 movies.

A Laurel and Hardy short will accompany the movie.

For all of you crafty creatures

Macrame cord, buckles, heads, booklets

at
Peggy's Arts and Crafts
610 S. Main in Moscow
Phone 882-4013

ASUI Election Board

10-15 Positions
Now Open
$1.90 per hour
Apply at the ASUI Office
in the SUB
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
MACKLIN by mundra

Why do you think
they're coming to visit you?
They're like
anyone?

HE'S A FREAK.

HELL, COUSIN MIKE IS
ENOUGH TO UNDERSTAND
HE'S A COMMUNIST, AN
ANARCHIST, AN ANTI
ESTABLISHMENTARIANIST,
CAMPAIGN RADIO.

...ATHEIST, THIEF,
ARMONIST, MURDERER,
NO ARTIST, EXTORTIONER,
EMBEZZLER.

Oh, here he is.
Now — hi, Mike,
What's the
right?

Step on it, Mike.
Let's get outa
here — the pedi
saw us.

Slyly,

Moscow free university opens this month

The Moscow Free University plans to open its spring classes soon, but is in desperate need of teachers. The Talisman House, the sponsors of the Free U., are looking for people who have knowledge or skills in people's Legal Rights, Meditation, Furniture Upholstery and Woodworking. Also, self defense for women, Women's Physical Fitness, Budget Cookery, and various classes for children.

The classes are non — credit and the teachers are not paid.

Legal Course

Legal rights of consumers and citizens in actions ranging from bankruptcy to children's rights will be outlined in

"Your Legal Rights" course offered for the second semester by the University of Idaho Office of Continuing Education.

The 13-week course taught by Moscow attorney S. David Swain will begin Thursday, Feb. 13, in room 227 of the Administration Building. Students may register at 7 p.m. during the first class session or preregister through the Office of Continuing Education.

There are no prerequisites for the survey course which will cover consumers' rights in contracts, services related to property, insurance, checks and other negotiable instruments, marital rights, injuries, bills and estates, real estate, criminal court, financial aid and civil action. Designed as a practical survey, the course will not cover subjects in detail but should give participants an idea of which courses may warrant further steps.

A minimum of 12 students is required to offer the course, which is open to 25 students chosen on a first come, first served basis.

Karl Marks Pizza

Order a LARGE
Pizza and get a
6 pak of BEER for only
$1.60
offer good every night after 5 p.m.
FREE PIZZA DELIVERY AFTER 5 p.m.
882-7080

The Micro • Moviehouse
230 West 3rd - Moscow - 882-3499

The Seventh Seal

A knight returning from the Crusades plays chess with Death, revealing his thoughts through his conversations with the Grim Reaper. This film has turned a lot of people on to Bergman.
RATED PG — (1957)

WED., THURS., FRI., SAT., FEB. 12, 13, 14, 15
The MARX BROTHERS are at it again, in

The Big Store

The MARX BROTHERS take over a department store and present lots of laughs, including a roller skate chase scene which goes down as one of the funniest and most famous scenes in movie history: THE LITTLE RASCALS IN ALL ABOUT HASH.

Buy Your Real Deal Discount Cards:

9 TICKETS for $10.00

Mon. thru Thurs. 5:00, 7:30, 9:45
Fri. and Sat. 5:00, 7:30, 9:45, 12:00
Sunday 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:30, 9:45
Four vying for ASUI presidential seat

The 1975 race for ASUI elected offices is shaping up to be one of the most wide open in many years.

Already four presidential candidates, two vice-presidential candidates, 21 senatorial candidates and two faculty council candidates have pulled petitions in the first week of their availability.

Ken Buxton, Niel Bohon, Dave Warnick, and Dan Yake have taken out petitions for the presidential race.

Ken Buxton is currently active in student services, Niel Bohon is running for his third straight attempt at the position, Dave Warnick is a student representative to Faculty Council, and Dan Yake is a former member of Student Union Board.

There are only two vice-presidential candidates in the race so far. They are Gregg Lutman, currently an ASUI senator and member of the Stadium Board, and George Peters, who is a member of the Student Union Board.

Those persons seeking the senatorial position are Gregory Casey, Ann Vogt, Bill Butts, Mike Hebling, Dick Stevenson, Tom La Point, Tom Casazza, John Rupe, Dennis Ross, Thomas Kincheloe, George Ambose, Gary Kidwell and Tom Falash. Others include Pat Borchand, Pete Whity, Grant Burgoyne, Maureen McProud, Rene La Arme, Kim Smith, M. Carl Rana and Britt Nichols.

Mike Rush is seeking the two year term as faculty council and is at this time, unopposed. Also unopposed is Scott Hanford for the one year term as faculty council student representative.

Petitions and declaration of candidacy as well as election rules are available at the ASUI offices until 5 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 18. The ASUI offices are located in the SUB and are open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. till 5 p.m.